
KGen Books Going Out
Information memoranda on KGen
Power’s gas-fired fleet are set to be
dispatched imminently. So far, interest
has been on a one- or two-plant basis.
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GEOTHERMAL CO. TO SELL NEV. PROJECT STAKES
Geothermal developer Sierra Geothermal Power is looking to sell up to
50% of five Nevada projects in its pipeline of 17 projects. “We hope the
funds we secure take us to feasibility stage,” says CFO Jeff Finkelstein in
Vancouver, British Columbia. “We’d love to retain as much as we could.”

Toronto-based investment bank Jacob & Co. Securities is advising on
joint venture opportunities. “We had an overwhelming interest so we
asked Jacob to assist in the search,” says CEO Gary Thompson, who’s
also a professional geologist. “They have a network of contacts and are
very bullish on the space. They’ve financed or have been involved in just about all the small-
cap geothermal companies.”

A short list of potential partners has been drawn up, but Thompson declined to name

(continued on page 11)

WASTE-TO-ENERGY DEVELOPER HUNTS 
PARTNERS, BUYERS
New Green Technologies is looking to sell a portfolio of yet to be completed waste-to-
energy plants. The developer plans to sell a dozen facilities in four-plant packages capable of
generating 12-16 MW each over the coming year, says Craig Huffman, ceo in Tampa, Fla.,
but will retain a roughly 5% stake in individual units. Once the company increases its
revenue streams, it will seek to own its facilities post-construction, but for now it
needs capital.

The company has non-exclusive agreements with two undisclosed banks to provide 60%
of the debt financing needed for eight of the units. It plans to finance them prior to selling.
Private equity firms have expressed interest in the projects, says Huffman, noting this will

(continued on page 12)

“We’re Number Two!”
SOLAR CO. FOCUSES IN ON FUNDS FOR 
$600M PIPELINE

Philadelphia-based Green Energy Capital Partners is in talks with
lenders to arrange financing by September for the first two projects in its
$600-850 million domestic and international pipeline. John Curtis,
founder, says talks about tax incentives and potential grants will influence
the amount of debt being sought. “We’re looking at all options.” He
declined to name the lenders.

First up is the 10 MW so-called PA Solar Park in eastern Pennsylvania
slated to come online in the first or second quarter. “It’s going to be the

(continued on page 12)
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Books On KGen Set For Release
Information memoranda on KGen Power’s four-plant

portfolio are due to be dispatched imminently by
auctioneer Credit Suisse, with a view to the company

reviewing indicative bids by month-end.
According to market watchers, interest in the fleet so far has almost exclusively

been on a one- or two-plant basis. KGen said in its original teaser it would
consider selling the assets piecemeal or merging with a similarly positioned entity
(PFR, 1/18).

The 3 GW fleet, developed by Duke Energy North America, consists of four
gas-fired, combined-cycle units in SERC. Financial sponsors with a bullish view
on still-improving markets in the Southeast are kicking the tires on 1,250 MW
Murray I and II in Murray County, Ga. Murray I is contracted to Georgia Power
through May 2012. The others are also well-positioned for contracts but have
been operated on a merchant basis like Murray II. They are: 620 MW Hot Spring
in Hot Spring County, Ark.; 520 MW Hinds in Jackson, Miss.; and 640 MW
Sandersville in Washington County, Ga.

KGen is considering putting Hot Spring or Hinds into an Entergy Services
RFP for long-term capacity or purchase options, before the Aug. 18 proposal
deadline. This way it retains flexibility if bids do not meet its expectations. A
hoped-for sale price could not be learned and calls to Credit Suisse were not
returned. Daniel East, v.p. of planning and development, declined to comment.

A New Era
EnCana Czar Heads To Storage Acquisition Co.

Rick Daniel, former president of EnCana Gas Storage, has
been appointed president and ceo of Era Gas Storage, in
the wake of Era’s purchase of gas storage investment and
advisory firm Teneo Energy. Daniel joined June 27, when
the acquisition closed, from Teneo, which he joined in mid
2006 after EnCana Gas Storage was sold to
Carlyle/Riverstone Global Energy and Power Fund for
$1.5 billion.

Era wants to acquire abandoned gas reservoirs, initially in Alberta, and convert
them into 3.5-15 billion cubic feet per day storage facilities. “We’re looking at 14
prospects, but expect to develop only a handful,” says Samir Kayande, Era’s v.p.
of finance. Funding will come from strategic alliances, private equity or a public
offering, he says. “It’s all on the table.”

Daniel, who reports to the board, is a perfect fit because of his experience
building North America’s largest gas storage company. “He brings a lot of
credibility that we need when approaching financial partners,” says Kayande, who
founded Era a year ago with David Tims, executive v.p. and coo, and Ross Smith
Energy Group, an equity research group focusing on exploration and production.
Garry McCarroll, EnCana’s head of engineering and operations, has assumed the
role of v.p. of engineering.
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Blowin’ In The Wind
Pickens Launches Campaign 
For Renewables

Texas oilman T. Boone Pickens has launched
a self-financed, $58 million campaign against
imported oil to promote replacing the nation’s
gas-fired generation with wind. Gas, which
powers 22% of the U.S. and is the most
plentiful natural resource after coal, could
then offset the use of oil as a transport fuel.
“I think I understand this better than anyone

else does,” Pickens said last Tuesday at a New York Palace Hotel
summit in midtown Manhattan. 

Pickens, whose Mesa Power company is developing a 4 GW
wind farm in Pampa, Texas (PFR, 2/22), also championed the
need for tax benefits, which are set to expire at the end of this
year. “You’re going to need the production tax credits,” he said,
explaining that the annual cost to the government of about
$15 billion a year for PTCs is “insignificant” when compared
to the $700 billion the U.S. spends annually on foreign oil. He
has confidence in Congress renewing the PTCs and noted that
more investment in wind will bring down development costs.
“Others would come in and reduce the price and make
[turbines] more available to us quicker.” Solar, hydro, biomass,
geothermal and, in the longer term, nuclear will also be
needed, Pickens said. 

Canadian Renewables Player 
Seeks Partners

Finavera Renewables is in talks with an
undisclosed corporate investor for an
estimated C$200 million ($197.9 million) in
equity financing to support construction of
300 MW of wind in the Peace Region of
northeast British Columbia.

The Vancouver-based company is
attempting to secure C$1 billion in financing

before submitting a bid to BC Hydro to build the projects as
part of the utility’s Clean Power Call (see page, 10). “If we have
C$1 billion worth of financing in place, the bids will be
stronger,” says Myke Clark, senior v.p. of business development. 

The balance of the project costs will be met with debt
financing. Finavera has not mandated a bank to arrange the debt,
but it has been in discussions with undisclosed parties, says
Clark. It expects to the financing structure to take shape after
terms with the investor are finalized in late summer or early fall.
“We’re always looking for potential partners for our projects. We
need a partner with a balance sheet to construct these.” Finavera’s

market capitalization is $40-50 million.
The exact size of each project—Wildmare, Tumbler Ridge,

Bullmoose and Mount Clifford—is yet to be determined.
Finavera has no other assets operational. Its 75 MW Ghost Pine
wind project about 75 miles northeast of Calgary, Alberta, is its
most advanced and construction could commence later this year
if a partner is signed up, Clark says.

enXco Taps Nord For Calif. Wind
Escondido, Calif.-based enXco has selected NordLB to arrange
financing for the $350 million, 150 MW Shiloh II wind farm in
Solano County, Calif., near Sacramento. “We have worked with
them before and they have participated in other enXco projects,”
says Jim Peters, director of project finance near Burlington, Vt.

The company expects to reach financial close in four to six
weeks and has narrowed down its list of potential tax equity
investors. Syndication of the debt will follow. Peters declined to
discuss specifics of the financing beyond saying that it will consist
of a mix of long-term debt in addition to tax and sponsor equity.
“enXco typically puts a significant amount of development
capital in its own projects,” he notes.

enXco, a unit of EdF Energies Nouvelles, signed a 20-year
PPA with Pacific Gas & Electric in October for the entire
output. Construction has begun on the farm to install the 75
2 MW REpower turbines ahead of it coming online before
year-end—eliminating the risk of production tax credits
expiring. An official at Nord declined to comment.

Noble Retail Syndication Launches
Retail syndication launched last Tuesday at Citibank’s offices in
Manhattan for $750 million in financing tied to Noble
Environmental Power’s portfolio of three wind projects in
upstate New York.

BBVA Bancomer, Lloyds TSB and Scotia Capital are newly
appointed joint lead arrangers, joining Citi, Royal Bank of
Scotland and HSH Nordbank. BNP Paribas, originally man-
dated with the other three (PFR, 3/7), dropped out before
wholesale syndication for reasons that could not be determined.
ING and Commerzbank were seeking sub-underwriter slots.

The 15-year package, priced at LIBOR plus 175 basis points,
features a roughly $625 million construction loan. Letters of credit
for hedging and debt service make up the balance of the financing
in equal chunks. Commitments are due July 29. A slug of more
than $50 million will net fees of 75 basis points, while $35-49
million will earn 52.5 bps and commitments smaller than $34
million come with upfront fees of 37.5 bps.

The 329 MW portfolio consists of 126 MW Weathersfield in
Wyoming County, a 97 MW expansion of the existing 102 MW
Altona wind farm under construction in Clinton County and

To receive email alerts or online access, call 800-715-9195. 3
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the combined 106 MW Chateaugay and Bellmont farms in
Franklin County. Chris Lowe, cfo, did not return calls, and
officials at the banks either declined to comment or did not
return calls. GE Energy Financial Services will provide $100
million of tax equity at financial close.

Citi also structured a 10-year hedge for output from the
portfolio, fixing the price of energy through a swap of a fixed rate
for the floating rate, determined by the New York ISO clearing
prices at the busbar, the project’s connection point to the grid.

Mizuho Pitches Eurus 
Wind Financing
Mizuho Corporate Bank is syndicating a $296.1 million senior
secured financing recently funded to Eurus Energy America for
the construction of its 180 MW Bull Creek wind farm in Borden
County, Texas. The deal is the first non-recourse construction
financing for the Japanese-owned, San Diego-based developer,
which acquired the project from BNB Renewable Energy.

Mizuho is lead and admin agent. It launched the deal at a
bank meeting in Tokyo the week before last, says Karen
Derenthal Schmidt, the sponsor’s head of project financing, who
was recently hired from advisory outfit Merzbach Carbon
Finance. She declined to discuss details of transaction or the
intended power sales from the farm. Commerzbank and Bank of
Tokyo Mitsubishi-UFJ joined as sub-underwriters post close.

Eurus began soliciting tax equity and hedging providers last
quarter (PFR, 3/7). The company, which is co-owned by Tokyo
Electric Power Co. (60%) and Toyota Tsusho Corp. (40%), is
building more than 230 MW of wind for completion this year.

GE Pockets Mandate From 
Empire State IPP
GE Energy Financial Services has landed a mandate to finance
turbines that MMC Energy is buying for upgrades to a pair of
gas-fired facilities in San Diego County, Calif. The $25.5 million,
150-day loan will give GE the first right of refusal to finance
construction of the estimated $130 million repowering projects,
says Denis Gagnon, cfo of the New York IPP. “The turbines are not
expected to be delivered until the first quarter of 2009,” he explains
of the tenor. “We expect to put together the project financing well
before. But if for whatever reason we get delayed, it gives us a tail
period from delivery to be able to sell [the turbines] on the market.”

On order are General Electric LM6000s for repowering
MMC’s 44 MW Escondido plant to 46.5 MW and its 44 MW
Chula Vista facility to 93 MW. Last week, the IPP was granted
an authority to construct Escondido by San Diego’s Air Pollution
Control District, meaning PPA negotiations can begin. Chula
Vista is still undergoing certification by the California Energy

Commission. Permitting is expected to complete early next year
and construction to complete later that summer. But Gagnon
says the plants may not be financed with the same package. “The
intention is to roll this [turbine loan] into our project
financing….But they may not proceed together.” A GE
spokesman says the loan will not be syndicated.

GE was one of several lenders contacted about the financing.
“Initially, I requested offers from other lenders—it wasn’t an
exclusive process. But [GE] was the one that was the most
credible and had the best package,” says Gagnon. Equity will
come from funds MMC raised last July (PFR, 6/6).

BNP Lands Role In IPA Financing
BNP Paribas is the third documentation agent and fourth bank
to join the wholesale syndication of $508 million in financing for
International Power America’s $856.4 million purchase of four
merchant peakers. The French bank signed up July 2 with a
commitment of more than $100 million.

HSH Nordbank and ING were announced as documentation
agents with similar commitments when Royal Bank of Scotland
launched retail syndication with a June 27 bank meeting in New
York (PFR, 6/30). Helaba also landed a role as senior managing
agent with a $60 million buy-and-hold stake.

Banks are being asked to play pro rata in the $400 million
term loan and $108 million working capital revolver. Both have
seven-year tenors and are priced at 325 basis points over LIBOR.
Tickets of $25 million, $40 million and $50 million are on offer
with upfront fees of 62.5, 87.5 and 125 bps, respectively, and
commitments are due July 25. Officials at RBS and BNP
declined to comment.

Canadian IPP Hires CEO
Schneider Power has hired Jonathan Lundy as ceo in the wake of
its planned initial public offering on the Toronto Stock
Exchange. The renewable concern is filing for its IPO this week
(PFR, 5/2), says founder Thomas Schneider, whom Lundy will
replace. A dual listing on a U.S. exchange is a possibility down
the line. “We’re in this hyper-growth phase right now…Adding
these individuals on our team is to grow our business very
quickly,” he says, noting the previous addition of John Ng as cfo
and the appointment of Beverlee Moore to run newly-minted
unit Schneider Power Ventures (PFR, 6/13).

Lundy is the former president of power systems at
Hydrogenics Corp., a Canadian developer of fuel cell and
hydrogen-related products. While there, he worked on the
company’s $80 million IPO on the NASDAQ and its C$60
million ($59.3 million) secondary offering on the TSX. Before
Hydrogenics, Lundy was a corporate and securities lawyer at
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt and Heenan Blaikie. “We really liked

©Institutional Investor News 2008. Reproduction requires publisher’s prior permission.4
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that he has varied experience from clean tech to legal.”
Lundy started last Monday, reporting to the board. Schneider

will continue as vice chairman and president. “I’m the founder,
but any good entrepreneur knows there comes a point in time
when you have to let go of your baby,” Schneider says, adding,
“I still remain the largest shareholder. I have the experience on
the operational side and he has the experience on the capital
markets side.”

The company plans to raise capital for 300 MW it is planning
to add by 2010 in the Northeastern and Midwestern U.S.
through greenfield development and acquisitions. The build-out
is part of an agreement to develop 300 MW with developer juwi.

Investec Preps Offshore Wind Club
Investec has identified a club of up to five financial institutions
to bring into a circa GBP150 million ($295 million) mezzanine
financing for the 300 MW Thanet wind farm off the coast of
Margate in Kent, England. The bank won the mandate in
March and is aiming to reach financial close later this summer,
deal watchers say.

The deal would be the first single asset offshore wind
financing in the U.K. A previous farm, 60 MW North Hoyle off
the coast of Northern Wales, was financed as part of a 391 MW
portfolio known as Beaufort Wind. Calls to Investec in London
were not returned and terms of the mezzanine debt, including its
tenor and pricing, could not be learned.

Senior debt for the project is being provided by HSH Nordbank
and Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi-UFJ (PFR, 3/14). They will
reportedly start syndicating their chunk of the debt post-close, but
calls to both lenders were not immediately returned.

Thanet’s original sponsor, Warwick Energy, sold its ownership
to hedge fund Christofferson Robb & Co. in September.

Developer Plots Financing For 
Calif. Wind
Western Wind Energy Corp. is looking to arrange financing for
its estimated $280-380 million, 120 MW Windstar wind project
in Tehachapi, Calif. The project is the furthest along in its 1 GW
pipeline across California and Arizona, says Chris Thompson,
cfo in Vancouver, B.C.

Talks are already under way with lenders, including NordLB
and GE Energy Financial Services, Thompson says. Up to 80%
debt will be sought pre-construction, but once the facility reaches
commercial operation, the financing structure will be about 50%
tax equity and 50% debt, he adds.

Southern California Edison has signed a 20-year PPA for
Windstar. Western Wind focuses on California because of its
higher energy prices, says Thompson. It also has the Mesa wind

farm near Palm Springs—a 20 MW expansion to an existing 30
MW farm, expected to cost $50-60 million and be complete by
2010. The company has not yet sought financing for that
project. Western Wind acquired Mesa in July 2006 for $13.4
million via a merger with PAMC Management Corp., AltaMesa
Energy, Mesa Wind Developers, Enron Wind Systems, Zond-
PanAero Windsystem Partners I, Zond-PanAero Windsystem
Partners II and Mesa Wind Power Corp.

The company is separately looking to develop small-scale solar in
Ontario, after bringing a few more wind projects online. “The price
there makes it economical.” After gaining the know-how in solar,
Thompson says it will then look to develop wind-solar hybrids. 

Dokie Pricing Emerges At 175 BPS
The $215.75 million financing for EarthFirst Canada’s 144 MW
Dokie I wind farm in British Columbia has pricing starting at
175 basis points over Canadian banker’s acceptance during
construction. WestLB launched syndication of the deal last
Wednesday, offering tickets of up to $25 million with an upfront
fee of one basis point per million. Commitments are due July 30.

Once the farm is commercially operational, pricing drops to
162.5 bps and then steps up 12.5 bps every four years over the
life of the loan. The 10-year debt package consists of a
$200 million construction term loan and a $15.75 million
working capital facility.

Dokie, located in the northern Rocky Mountain foothills, has
a 20-year PPA with BC Hydro and is set to come online in time
for the 2010 Winter Olympic Games in Vancouver (PFR, 7/3).
The project will be immediately connectable to the grid due to
the adjacent W.A.C. Bennett Dam. Officials at the lead declined
to comment and calls to Derren Newell, v.p. and cfo of wind at
the sponsor, were not returned.

Iberdrola Unit Hunts Greek 
Wind Funding
Rokas Renewables, a Greek subsidiary of Iberdrola, is looking to
mandate a bank for a $20 million loan to support construction
of a $50 million, 40 MW wind project in southern Greece,
expected to come online by the end of next year. The developer is
planning on bringing 2 GW of wind projects online in the next
five to six years and will project finance a majority of its pipeline,
says CFO Christian Thomas in Greece.

Thomas says banks have been approached for pricing. Rokas
relationship banks are the top five Spanish banks including
Banco Santander and La Caixa and local Greek banks including
National Bank of Greece, he says.

The company has obtained licenses to build 500 MW of
projects. “The whole process is a bit slower because of the Greek
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bureaucratic system,” says Thomas, but notes Greece subsidizes
40% of wind projects. Rokas has 193 MW of wind projects in
operation in Greece and Cyprus.

Babcock To Refi French Wind
Babcock & Brown has mandated BNP Paribas, DEPFA Bank,
Dexia Crédit Local and Natixis as co-arrangers on a EUR220
million ($347.2 million) refinancing of debt tied to its 165 MW
French wind portfolio. The farms include operational assets as
well as ones under construction.

The refinancing is expected to close this month, before the sale
of Babcock & Brown Wind Partners’ European portfolio is
complete. Deutsche Bank and JPMorgan are running the sale
(PFR, 4/4), which consists of 420 MW in Spain, 257 MW in
Portugal, 101 MW in Germany and 52 MW in France, as well as a
600 MW development pipeline (PFR, 3/20).

It could not be determined why the refinancing is taking
place now, while the auction is already under way, but one deal
watcher notes it will simplify the portfolio structure. The debt is
likely to be syndicated, but a strategy or timeline has not yet been
set. Dexia was a co-arranger for BBW’s EUR1.03 billion
corporate credit facility, and DEPFA and Natixis were part of the
syndicate. Officials at the leads and the sponsor either declined to
comment or did not return calls.

Arcapita Mints Chinese Wind JV
A unit of India’s Tanti group, which owns a majority stake in
turbine maker Suzlon Energy, has joined forces with Arcapita
Bank to invest $2 billion on wind in China. Their platform will
be built via newly acquired developer Honiton Energy Holdings
and then Arcapita will seek to exit the investment “either through
an initial public offering or selling off the asset,” says Asim Zafar,
head of asset-based investment in Manama, Bahrain. “The
timing of sale would entirely depend on the markets, as it always
does in a private equity environment. Our normal target holding
period is four to six years,” he says.

The partnership, which comprises Arcapita (64%), Colossus
Holdings, a Singaporean unit of India’s Tanti group (24%) and
management (10%), is targeting 1,650 MW by 2012. Honiton
already has 50 MW installed and 100 MW under development
in the Inner Mongolia region. “Inner Mongolia is a good
location because it has one of the largest wind resources available,
there is a high availability of land, and population density is
low…Overall, regulations governing and encouraging wind
power development in China are evolving rapidly,” says Zafir. No
purchase price for Honiton was announced.

Singapore’s DBS Bank advised Arcapita and India’s YES
BANK advised Colossus on the transaction. Arcapita is initially

funding the investment with equity, but will seek financing to
build out the pipeline, says Zafar, declining to elaborate. The
partnership may also look to build in other locations outside of
China, such as India.

Moroccan Coal Plant Tender Revived
Morocco’s Office National de l’Electricité has resuscitated a
tender for an estimated $2 billion 1,320 MW coal plant, after
deciding to move the project site to Safi, between Casablanca and
Agadir, instead of Cap Ghir. The original site was too close to
tourist areas, according to one deal watcher.

First-round bids are due January, says Andrew Blum, a
spokesman for law firm Chadbourne & Parke, which is
representing the state-owned utility. HSBC is advising the ONE
and is accepting bids on its behalf for the two, 660 MW
facilities expected to come online late 2012. Apart from the site
all other deal terms remain the same (PFR, 12/15/06).

The winning bidder is expected to finance 100% of the
project. Power will be sold under a 30-year PPA to the
government. Parties that showed interest in the original site,
included SUEZ, International Power, Marubeni Corp., Mitsui
& Co. and Electricité de France.

A spokeswoman at International Power declined to say if the
company planned to bid and officials at ONE and the other
contenders were unavailable or did not return calls. HSBC
declined to comment.

LS Delays Longleaf Financing
LS Power is icing financing plans for its 1.2 GW Longleaf
Energy Station in Early County, Ga., until next year as it
appeals a state court ruling that has remanded the plant’s
permit. “We’d been hoping for financing this year, but it will
most likely be next year,” says Joe Esteves, managing director in
New York. “We had to basically stop the EPC contracts right
now. There’s no sense in getting [banks] to come up with a firm
bid when we can’t act on it.”

The development shop and its joint venture partner Dynegy
had planned to arrange construction loans by this summer (PFR,
3/20). But two weeks ago, a Georgia Superior Court judge threw
out the pulverized coal plant’s permit on the grounds it did not
limit carbon dioxide emissions. Referencing this ruling, schools
and hospitals with boilers for heating may need to go through
similar permitting requirements based on their emissions, says
Michael Vogt, project manager in St. Louis. “This has a
substantial impact on the regulatory industry in the state of
Georgia and broader if someone else were to take a similar
construct that this judge took.”

If the appeal is successful and financing is arranged next year,
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the plant would likely become operational in 2013 instead of the
original target of 2012. But unlike previous project financings by
LS for Plum Point and Sandy Creek, Longleaf will be fully
contracted from the outset. “It should be very well contracted at
the time of financing,” says Esteves.

Four Join Black Hills 
Retail Syndication
Four banks have taken tickets in the retail syndication of
financing tied to Southwest Generation, the entity created for
Hastings Funds Management and IIF BH Investment’s
purchase of power plants from Black Hills Corp. As first
reported in PFR Daily last Tuesday, HSH Nordbank and Erste
Bank have taken tickets of $50 million and $20 million. Westpac
and Caterpillar Financial Services have also joined the deal, with
commitments of $60 million and $10 million, respectively. 

Royal Bank of Scotland leads the $560 million deal, which
launched into retail last month with an eye to tapping five to
10 lenders (PFR, 6/20). Tickets of $50 million, $35 million
and $20 million are on offer with upfront fees of 125, 80 and
45 basis points, respectively. Commitments are due July 11.

Being syndicated is a $460 million term loan and $20 million
letter of credit, both with seven-year tenors, and an additional
$80 million working capital revolver going out five-years. Both
are priced at LIBOR plus 325. Calyon, GE Energy Financial
Services, Natixis, Union Bank of California and WestLB each
have senior managing agent titles with commitments of $125
million. Officials at HSH and Erste did not return calls and an
official at RBS declined to comment.

Geothermal Co. Eyes Fall 
Bank Move
Western GeoPower Corp., a geothermal developer, is looking to
approach banks this fall for $100 million in debt financing for its
35 MW Unit 1 geothermal project 75 miles north of San
Francisco. Four or five banks have already approached the
company to provide the debt, says Rupi Khanuja, cfo in
Vancouver, B.C., declining to name them.

The debt move will follow the securing of an EPC contract
and a construction permit. In the meantime, the company is
looking to raise about $30 million in equity for the $130-140
million project and is exploring various options. The company
has signed a 20-year PPA with Northern California Power
Agency for the facility. The project is slated to come online in the
first quarter of 2010.

The company is also developing the South Meager geothermal
project near Vancouver. The C$400 million ($395.8 million)
project is expected to be 100 MW and is planned to come online
late 2011 or early 2012. A joint venture is a possibility for the

Meager project, says Khanuja. “It’s got huge capital
requirements,” she says, noting a partner may alleviate some of
the costs. “We’ve been approached by a few oil and gas
companies. That would offset their carbon credits.” Financing for
the project has not yet been determined.

In an effort to expand abroad, Western GeoPower recently
started a subsidiary in Chile, where it has already bid on three
geothermal projects. It is also looking at a few other locations in
California, North America and abroad, but Khanuja declined to
disclose specific sites. “We’re hopeful in the next two to three
months to make an announcement about acquisitions.”

Tax Equity Prepped For 
South Point Biomass
Biomass Group, developer of a 200 MW greenfield biomass
project in South Point, Ohio, will look to line up tax equity over
the coming weeks ahead of the project reaching financial close
this fall. Mark Harris, founder of the sponsor in Lexington, Ky.,
says EPC issues have pushed back the original August deadline
for financial close into the third or fourth quarter. 

Harris declined to reveal the ratio of debt to equity being
considered for project—expected to cost $265-300 million.
WestLB is set to arrange the debt (PFR, 2/8).

The project will connect to the PJM Interconnection and
incorporate a 10-year swap to hedge its output. Fuel will come
from saw mills and surrounding forestry within a 150-mile
radius. An official at WestLB declined to comment.

Green Alternative To Diesel 
Power Surfaces

Terasol Energy, a next generation feedstock
specialist, is working on applications of a
vegetable oil called Jatropha—typically used
for industrial purposes—in power generation.
The oil would be a low-emissions and cheaper
alternative to diesel, says Sundeep Bhan, ceo
in New York. “Wherever diesel is used, it’s a
better substitute. It’s environmentally friendly

and produces 80% less carbon dioxide.”
The company is in the process of its first fundraising, aiming

to raise $50 million from institutional investors. Terasol has
signed an agreement with investment banking firm Imperial
Capital to raise the money, after shortlisting two banks from an
initial list of 12, says Bhan. Eric Moxham is the managing
director at the firm working on the deal.

The Jatropha plant, which is indigenous to Central America,
has only recently been developed for commercial use, including
potential use as a jet fuel. “There wasn’t that much focus on the
environment and sustainability, and with the price of oil being

Sundeep Bhan
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lower, there wasn’t a reason to [develop] it before.”
So far, utility and power companies in Europe and in Brazil

have shown an interest and are testing the fuel on their oil-fired
plants. The oil is produced at Terasol facilities in northeast Brazil
and shipped by tanker. “We have small-scale production and
we’re scaling it tied to customers’ needs,” says Bhan. It is
comparable in price to palm oil and soya oil.

Developer Taps E.ON, Alliant Vets
St. Louis-based Wind Capital Group, has hired two executives
from E.ON and Alliant Energy to newly created finance and
engineering roles as it gears up for expansion. Robert Vosberg,
manager of transmission and wind energy development for
Alliant, began this week as senior v.p. for engineering and
procurement, and Brian Hicks, assistant v.p. for corporate
finance at E.ON, formerly Airtricity, has begun as director for
project finance. Tom Carnahan, president and ceo, says the
company will make more hires in the finance and development
sectors this summer. “We have a strong pipeline, and with our
new financial partner, NTR, we are going to be able to
accelerate the build-out.” In April, the Irish renewable energy
and waste management company bought a controlling stake in
the company for $150 million (PFR, 5/16).

Vosberg is based in the company’s Madison, Wis., office and
reports to Dean Baumgardner, senior v.p. of development. Hicks is
based in Chicago and reports to CFO Ciaran O’Brien, the former
Airtricity cfo who joined the developer in May. “Brian comes to us
with a lot of renewable energy experience over the last few years and
was one of the first people to join the Airtricity finance group in
North America,” says O’Brien. Before joining Airtricity, Hicks
worked for JPMorgan’s lending group in Chicago.

Wind Capital has about 2 GW in development across more
than a dozen projects ranging from 50-400 MW in 10
predominantly Midwestern states that it is looking to bring
online at a pace of 300-400 MW a year.

Wind ETF Gets NASDAQ Listing
Invesco PowerShares, an investment advisory
firm providing exchange traded funds,
premiered its PowerShares Global Wind
Energy Portfolio ETF July 1 on the
NASDAQ to offer diversified exposure to
investors. “Investors get the instant asset
allocation of the index which can now be
bought with a single trade, which we believe

may minimize the company-specific risks inherent with
individual stock investments,” says Ed McRedmond, senior v.p.
of portfolio strategy at Invesco in Wheaton, Ill. “Since the
underlying index is from the NASDAQ OMX index group,

NASDAQ was a logical choice for the listing.”
Nine of the top 10 companies in the fund are located outside

the U.S., including Spain’s Iberdrola and Denmark’s Vestas. “We
make sure the portfolio is going to be investable. It’s a nice
complement to the lineup we have.”

McRedmond acknowledges the volatility in the space, but
notes the fund includes a range of companies from
manufacturers to developers. “It won’t be a core part of the
portfolio,” he says. “Anything in of itself is potentially volatile or
risky when you are investing on a standalone basis.” He notes
that any one company does not make up a large chunk of the
portfolio, which mitigates the risk.

Invesco decided on the ETF in part because of the sector’s
rapid growth. “Wind power is the first segment of the clean,
alternative energy sector to reach $30 billion,” says
McRedmond. “We believe more and more people are interested
in socially responsible investing.” The company will look to
create similar products in the near future. “As the space evolves
and grows, it’s likely that more products will come to market.”

DoE Pitches Fresh Batch Of 
Loan Guarantees
The Department of Energy’s open invitation earlier this month
for another $30.5 billion in loan guarantees—covering up to
80% of project costs of advanced energy technologies that avoid,
reduce or sequester emissions—expands the federal program
seeking to encourage development of clean energy. 

The long-awaited solicitations focus on nuclear energy (up to
$18.5 billion), early development work, including uranium
enrichment (up to $2 billion), energy efficiency, renewables and
advanced transmission and distribution projects (up to $10 billion).
“The $30.5 billion is open to anybody in these areas,” says Swami
Venkataraman, director at Standard & Poor’s in San Francisco.

The first round of solicitations for $4 billion in guarantees
went to 16 projects selected from 143 pre-applications filed last
year. Those selected include Excelsior Energy’s 603 MW Mesaba
Energy IGCC project in Minnesota (PFR, 10/5) and a Nevada
solar thermal project proposed by BrightSource Energy
subsidiary Luz II.

Participants will undergo a four-step process ahead of S&P
providing a preliminary rating on the project and it receiving the
guarantee at financial close. Candidates will be required to
submit applications—none of which are yet complete, according
to Venkataraman—that include a project description, technical
information and financing plans. The second step, due
diligence, comes next and involves a National Environmental
Policy Act review. The third consists of satisfying conditions of
the DoE before approval of the project is sought from the
Secretary of Energy in the fourth and final stage. 

Ed McRedmond
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Pricing Of RGGI Allowances 
Trend Up

Pricing and volumes of carbon allowance
trades under the Regional Greenhouse Gas
Initiative—an effort among northeastern states
to reduce emissions—are rising in the run up
to the first scheduled government auction this
September of rights to emit carbon. 

Lenny Hochschild, managing director of
Evolution Markets in White Plains, N.Y.,

says he brokered a trade June 30 which priced at $8.45 for
50,000 allowances to be delivered in December next year. In
recent months, prices had been in the $7-8.15 range and
volumes had started out at 5,000, moved to 20,000, but not
been as high as 50,000.

“We expect the volume to pick up as we get closer to the
auction,” says Hochschild. “My guess is as this becomes a new
product the average size will be 25,000, 50,000 or even
100,000.” He declined to name the buyer and the seller in the
trade, but noted it was significant also because, whereas these
trades typically involve financial counterparties, one side was a
natural user of the allowances. Compliance requirements
associated with the RGGI force participants to reduce emissions
by 10% by the end of 2018. So-called compliance buyers can
offset these obligations with their credits, but several also
speculate on the value of those credits via proprietary trading
desks. “We believe this was the first trade to involve a natural
player,” says Evan Ard, Evolution spokesman. 

Corporate Strategies
California Muni Refis 
Variable-Rate Debt
Northern California Power Agency last week issued $143
million of fixed-rate bonds varying in tenor from one to 16 years
to refinance $140.2 million of variable-rate debt. The refinancing
will save NCPA about $30 million in interest expenses over the
life of the bonds, says CFO Donna Stevener in Roseville. “The
auction-rate securities market fell apart early on and then it
impacted the variable-rate,” she says.   

The bonds being refinanced were issued in 2002 and 2003
and funded infrastructure relating to the 265 MW hydro project
in Calaveras County, which is owned by the Calaveras County
Water District but is operated and maintained by NCPA until
2032. Pricing on the notes reset weekly and featured an
underlying swap that hedged the interest rate. NCPA had signed
an agreement with WestLB, which agreed to purchase any of the
2002 bonds that could not be remarketed, providing comfort to

bondholders that the notes would stay liquid. But after 91 days
of them failing at auction, ending June 17, NCPA was forced to
start buying them back and needed to refinance. The 2003 bonds
were not subject to a liquidity provider agreement.

The new bonds, which close July 24 and whose coupons
range between 4% and 5%, consist of a $35 million tax-exempt
portion and an $8 million taxable tranche. The deal is being run
by Citigroup and JPMorgan, both of which NCPA has had an
ongoing relationship with. The muni has $483.5 million in
outstanding hydroelectric bonds. 

Canadian Utility Plots Energy
Independence
BC Hydro is in talks with renewable developers preparing
proposals for its Clean Power Call for 5,000 gigawatt hours of
clean and renewable energy as the province seeks to become
energy independent by 2016. Jim Scouras, manager of major
power calls for the utility in Vancouver, says, “BC Hydro has
no current views regarding the shape or form of the ultimate
winning portfolio.” The utility held an information session for
developers last Tuesday that drew more than 300.

Scouras declined to name the companies that have shown
an interest. EarthFirst Canada, which has an existing 20-year
PPA with BC Hydro for its Dokie I wind farm (PFR, 7/9),
plans to bid a 156 MW expansion as well as a 70.5 MW
project known as Wartenbe. Finavera Renewables (see story,
page 3) and NaiKun Wind Energy also intend to bid,
according to the companies’ Web sites. 

Winners—to be awarded contracts lasting 15-40 years—
will be determined primarily on the grounds of their projects’
cost effectiveness and likelihood of them coming online by
2016. Accordingly, most of the projects bid will already be in
development or permitting, Scouras says. Final proposals are
due Nov. 25 with winners set to be announced from mid-
April through June next year following discussions and the
release of an interconnection study. BC Hydro will pay for
transmission costs within the integrated system, while
sponsors will be responsible for transmission to an
interconnection point on the grid.

Projects must be capable of generating at least 25 GWh
annually from proven renewable technologies, such as
geothermal, hydro, solar and wind. Specifically, the technologies
must be commercially available and have been in use for at least
three years in at least three different locations. But, the utility is
also interested in small-scale projects no larger than 10 MW. In
April, it launched its Standing Offer Program that—like the one
in Ontario—provides set prices and a streamlined process for
projects of that size.

Lenny Hochschild
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Americas
• G-8 leaders on Tuesday set a non-binding goal to halve
greenhouse-gas emissions by 2050 (The Wall Street Journal, 7/10).

• John Shapiro, head of commodities at Morgan Stanley, has
announced his intention to retire. Simon Greenshields, head of
natural gas and power trading, and Colin Bryce, head of
European sales and trading, will succeed him as co-heads
(The Wall Street Journal, 7/3).

• FPL Energy intends to invest $2 billion in a 1 GW wind farm
in Oliver and Morton Counties, N.D. (Associated Press, 7/7).

• TransCanada announced that its Kibby wind farm has
received unanimous final development approval from Maine’s
Land Use Regulation Commission (MarketWatch.com, 7/9).

• Solar photovoltaic manufacturer GT Solar International said
it expects its initial public offering of 30.3 million shares to price
between $15.50 and $17.50 each (The Associated Press, 7/8).

• Jacksonville Electric Authority is finalizing a contract that
would blend 206 MW of nuclear energy into the region’s power
portfolio (Florida Times Union, 7/8).

• The Aquila and Great Plains merger has finally been
approved. The deal was first announced in Feb. 2007 and is now
expected to close July 14 (seekingalpha.com, 7/3).

• Dominion is selling two natural-gas distributors to an
infrastructure fund that is a satellite of Babcock & Brown for
$910 million (The Wall Street Journal, 7/2).

Europe
• Private equity firm Blackstone plans to invest more than
EUR1 billion ($1.57 billion) in the 400 MW Meerwind project
off the German island of Helgoland (Reuters, 7/9).

• Shares in Iberdrola climbed to their highest point in six months
yesterday after the publication La Vanguardia reported that Repsol,
the largest shareholder in Iberdrola rival Gas Natural, said it saw
no alternative to a merger of the two utilities (The Herald, 7/9).

News In Brief
News In Brief is a summary of publicly reported power news stories. The information has been obtained from sources believed to be
reliable, but PFR does not guarantee its completeness or accuracy.

them. He says new players will still be considered. So far, interest
has come from private equity firms, other developers, power
companies and utilities. “We’re assessing partners based not only
on capital they can bring but their experience. Our strategy is to
do a one-off and see how the relationship works. We won’t sign
one party to five projects out of the gate.”

The first five are expected to cost $4 million per MW and are
all located in Nevada. According to independent resource assessor
GeothermEx, they have a 50% probability of producing an
aggregate 380 MW and a 90% probability of producing at least
180 MW. The focus is on the first three: 26-58 MW Reese River,
north of Austin in Lander County; 16-40 MW Pumpernickel
east of Winnemuca; and 15-40 MW Silver Peak in Esmeralda
County between Reno and Las Vegas.

On the basis of 70% project debt, this puts the amount of
financing needed in the $500 million to $1 billion range,
Thompson says. Two banks the company already uses are Bank

GEOTHERMAL CO.
(continued from page 1)

• MOL Group is in advanced talks with Croatian energy
company INA to swap shares (Financial Times, 7/6).

• Scottish & Southern Energy’s renewable arm Airtricity has
entered into a joint venture with Italian wind farm developer
Entropya to develop more than 2 GW (Forbes.com, 7/3).

Asia/Pacific
• Temasek Holdings has kicked off the auction of its second
generating company, Senoko Power, worth 3.3 GW
(Bloomberg, 7/7).

• Japan is considering building 12 nuclear reactors in South
Africa to cover the power shortage there and in surrounding
countries (Kyodo, 7/10).

• Australia’s AGL Energy has announced it will acquire a 9.99%
investment in Torrens Energy (Bloomberg, 7/9).
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Quote Of The Week
“We’re assessing partners based not only on capital they can bring
but their experience. Our strategy is to do a one-off and see how
the relationship works.”—Gary Thompson, ceo at Sierra
Geothermal Power in Vancouver, British Columbia, on the
company’s search for partners to finance its pipeline of 17 projects
(see story, page 1).

Power That’s Hot!
Somebody call Paris Hilton ’cos here’s an idea

that’s hot. The Alaska Division of Oil and
Gas is encouraging power developers to lease
the rights to explore geothermal resources

beneath Mount Spurr, an 11,070 foot volcano near Anchorage.
“Active volcanoes can be substantial sources of geothermal

energy,” says Bruce Buzby, lease unit manager at the Division
of Oil and Gas. “The potential for discovery and development
of exploitable resources in the Mount Spurr area has long been
considered worthy of further investigation.”

Fueling the interest is the Chena Hot Spring Resort in
Fairbanks, Alaska, where generators are powered by geothermal
water and vapor from a refrigerant, commonly used in air
conditions, powers a turbine. Talk about a steamy weekend
getaway! Experts say volcanic energy could meet about 25% of
U.S. energy needs without harming the planet.

Alternating Current

largest ground-mounted PV project east of Las Vegas and number
two in the country,” says Curtis. The largest is the 15 MW Nellis
Air Force Base PV project near Las Vegas (PFR, 10/12). 

Following this will be the 10 MW Ohio Solar Park in
southwestern Ohio, for which the company will issue a request
for proposals to offtakers and potential partners in the next two
weeks. “We’d look for people that have an interest in acquiring it
and/or buying the power and the renewable energy credits.”
Another option, Curtis says, would be to form a joint venture
that would own and operate the project.

In southern Italy, Green Energy Capital has 50-100 MW of
concentrating solar power under development and scheduled to
come online by late next year with a price tag of EUR158-317
million ($250-500 million). “Financing should be in place for
that by October,” says Curtis, adding that lenders are yet to be
mandated. “We have relationships with some large investment
houses,” he says, declining to identify them.

Curtis started privately held Green Energy Capital 16 months
ago after leaving UPC Solar. The company has a further 50 MW
in its pipeline in the U.S., taking in Arizona, Colorado and New
Mexico in the West and Massachusetts and New York in the
East, for both ground-mounted projects of around 10 MW and
rooftop solar in the 1-2 MW range. —Thomas Rains

SOLAR CO.
(continued from page 1)

likely result in a round of equity-raising before the year is out.
“If we have to do an equity piece we will.” But if a bank pitched
a structure proposing greater than 60% debt, the company will
consider this.

New Green has signed a memorandum of understanding with
environmental security systems provider Proguard Acquisition to
build four plants in yet-to-be-determined locations next year.
Four additional plants are set for the block within six months
and four more within a year.

The company, founded in 2001 by Huffman, proposes using

WASTE-TO-ENERGY
(continued from page 1)

of America and Vancouver City Savings Credit Union but
others are welcome to pitch. Tax equity will also be sought. The
company, which is listed on the venture board of the Toronto
Stock Exchange, decided not to raise capital by issuing new
equity because it believes its shares are undervalued. “Our
strategy is to joint venture the projects, because we see it as too
dilutive to existing shareholders to raise capital at these levels.
We’re getting massively discounted in the market right now,”
says Finkelstein. At press time, the shares were trading at
C$0.40 ($0.39). —Katy Burne

algae, dried distiller’s grain, tobacco compost and waste from
carpets, citrus, auto shredders and municipal and medical
facilities as fuel. The waste will go into a vacuum where it is
blasted to 1,000-1,500 degrees Fahrenheit and converted into gas
or biodiesel. That byproduct can power turbines to generate 3-4
MW per facility, which can either be connected to the grid or
used onsite, Huffman says. “You’re creating a very
environmentally-friendly energy.”

Talks are under way with unidentified partners to build the
plants. “The key to us is getting these contracts [for joint
ventures],” says Huffman, noting that utilities could fit that bill.
New Green already has a facility it is moving to Tampa that
handles 1-2 million tons of waster per day, and hopes to sign up
Tampa Electric as the offtaker.

New Green changed its name from Renewable Energy
Resources, and its ticker symbol on the Over-The-Counter
Bulletin Board, after purchasing patents to the technologies from
EarthFirst Technologies last March in a stock transaction. The
seller entered Chapter 11 a few weeks ago. —Katie Hale
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